
                  

                Cyber Cloud Networks delivers a Virtualized SaaS cloud

                 to enable providers transformation in becoming MSSP's

                                            Join the Cloud Journey

Connect, Explore and Protect

Cyber Cloud Networks operates globally as a Multi Cloud SaaS platform.

Cyber Cloud Networks unique offering is to enable IT and Service
providers to become an MSSP within 24 hours and offer Enterprise class
Automated , Branded Cyber security services to their most trusted
customers.

Cyber Cloud Networks created a Defender framework which is formed by
leading Cyber Technology partners.

Connect to your Cyber Cloud Network, Explore the various Defender
modules offered as a consumable service and Protect your most trusted
customers.

The Opportunity

Small Medium corporate customers are consuming services form the cloud, such as : Computing, VOIP, Backup
and FIle Storage via various IaaS, PaaS and SaaS providers.

Cyber Cloud Networks welcomes you to Join the Cloud journey and enables YOU as a Cyber Cloud Provider.

It's an opportunity for you to deliver an Enterprise class visibility and Cyber protection services to your most
trusted customers, acting as a SaaS Cloud Provider - while Generating a NEW solid subscription service revenue
stream to your business.

Defender Framework

Powered by enterprise class Defender framework, Cyber Cloud Networks enables an enhanced visibility and
cyber protection service via Defender Dashboard.

Defender dashboard includes Self provisioning web portal for your customers, which includes real time logging,
reporting and Alerting modules.

Breach Detection Browsing Defender Email Defender Automation Virtual Defender Internet Defender

"Cyber Cloud Networks, gave us a chance to
become a cloud provider, without initial
investment, no complex certifications, no branding
investment - we just needed to on board our
existing customers. This created us a new business
revenue stream."

- Oren Boker

Solutech

"As a second tier Service provider, we wanted to
deliver our customers a cloud protection service
from Botnet, Phishing, SPAM Url's and Parental
control services. Cyber Cloud Networks made it
available in 24Hrs as a monthly subscription
service" 
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